8th Conference for African American Researchers in the Mathematical Sciences
Princeton University, June 18−21, 2002

Speakers
Augustin Banyaga, Penn State University
Randolph Cooper, California State University, Los Angeles
Jeffrey Fleming, Purdue University
Wilfrid Gangbo, Georgia Institute of Technology
Russell Goward, Purdue University/MSRI/University of Michigan
Ben Hansen, University of Pennsylvania/University of Michigan
Rudy Horne, California State University, Hayward
Fern Hunt, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Mark Lewis, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Cassandra McZeal, ExxonMobil Research
Asamoah Nkwanta, Morgan State University
Vincent G. J. Rodgers, University of Iowa
Sherry Scott, Bowie State University
Robert Vanderbei, Princeton University
Ward Whitt, AT&T Labs Research/Columbia University

Special 60th Birthday Celebration for:
Earl Barnes, Georgia Institute of Technology
Arthur Grainger, Morgan State University
Scott Williams, State University of New York at Buffalo

Organizer
William A. Massey, Princeton University

Sponsors
National Security Agency, Princeton University

Website and Contact Information
http://www.princeton.edu/~wmassey/CAARMS8
Contact Cynthia Cole at 609−258−0100 or ccole@princeton.edu